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Induction of a higher-ordered architecture in
glatiramer acetate improves its biological efficiency
in an animal model of multiple sclerosis†

Ziyuan Song, ‡a,b Yee Ming Khaw, ‡a,c Lazaro A. Pacheco, b

Kuan-Ying Tseng,b Zhengzhong Tan, b Kaimin Cai, b Ettigounder Ponnusamy,d

Jianjun Cheng *b and Makoto Inoue *a,c

Glatiramer acetate (GA), a linear random copolypeptide, is a first-line treatment for multiple sclerosis (MS).

A major concern, however, is that GA treatment is associated with adverse effects and poor patient adher-

ence due to the need for frequent injections. Here we describe improved performance of the polymeric

drug, even at low doses with less-frequent injections, through the modification of its architecture into a

star-shaped GA (sGA). In a sGA, multiple GAs are covalently linked onto a core, which greatly changes

their properties such as molecular weight, size, and shape. The spherical sGA is retained longer in the

body after intraperitoneal injection, and is more readily internalized by RAW 264.7 macrophage cells and

bone marrow-derived dendritic cells than GA. In C57BL/6 mice induced with experimental autoimmune

encephalitis, a mouse model for MS, sGA treatment exerts disease amelioration effect that is significantly

better than that of GA despite a lower dose and less frequent injection. Moreover, spinal cord pathologies

of demyelination and leukocyte infiltration are dramatically less pronounced in the sGA treatment con-

dition compared to the GA treatment condition. Thus, we propose that sGA with a higher-ordered archi-

tecture offers an attractive and potentially viable treatment option for MS patients.

1. Introduction

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a debilitating disease characterized
by inflammation of the central nervous system (CNS) that
affects more than 2 million people worldwide.1–4 Several thera-
pies developed and approved to treat MS in the last three
decades have significantly improved the quality of life for
patients with MS.5 Among these therapies, glatiramer acetate
(GA) is a major first-line treatment, mainly due to its excellent
safety profile.6 GA is a mixture of random copolypeptides con-
sisting of four amino acids (i.e., alanine, lysine, glutamic acid,
and tyrosine),6 prepared by ring-opening polymerization of the
corresponding amino acid N-carboxyanhydrides (NCAs) fol-
lowed by side-chain deprotection.7,8 Although the detailed

mechanism is not well understood,9 GA significantly reduces
relapse rate and the appearance of lesions by magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI) in MS patients compared with
placebos.10–13 Severe adverse effects are rarely observed with
GA treatment, allowing its widespread use in MS
treatment.1,2,5,14 In fact, GA is the only MS therapy that is safe
to use during pregnancy.2,15

Despite the broad use of GA in MS treatment, GA use is
limited by tolerability issues due to the need for frequent injec-
tions. The first approved GA treatment requires daily adminis-
tration, resulting in injection-related adverse effects such as
injection-site swelling and injection-site pain.11,13 Administration
of GA with lower frequency (three times weekly) and higher
dosage showed higher patient satisfaction and adherence
compared with daily subcutaneous (s.c.) administration with
similar clinical effectiveness.14,16,17 Nevertheless, the use of a
large amount of GA is still a concern due to its high cost.6

Additionally, GA is only considered a moderately effective treat-
ment, and is replaced by more effective therapies upon new
relapses and lesions.2 Therefore, further improving the efficacy
and tolerability of GA-related drugs is of great interest.

The need for frequent injection of GA is presumably related
to its fast degradation and clearance. Previous studies indi-
cated rapid hydrolysis of most GA molecules into amino acids
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and oligopeptides at the injection site within 1 h after
injection.18,19 Like other engineered polypeptides,20 GA has its
own intrinsic immunogenicity that allows it to potently inter-
act with immune cells and can be modified by altering
polymer charge, shape, or chemical functionality.21 Therefore,
we reasoned that changing the structure of GA may alter its
degradation and release profiles, thus achieving good efficacy
while maintaining low-dose and less-frequent injections.
Furthermore, modification of GA dimensionality and density
of its functional groups may enhance its effect on immune
cells by improving its ability to bind cell surface molecules
and/or causing greater internalization capacity. Thus, a GA
derivative with a higher-ordered architecture may serve as a
promising therapeutic candidate since branched polymers
have enhanced immunomodulatory effects attributed to their
well-defined three-dimensional structures, controlled size, and
high density of surface functionality.22 Additionally, synthetic
polypeptides with complex architectures have shown enhanced
biomedical performance in other areas, including drug
delivery and gene delivery, compared with their linear
analogues.23–27

In the article, we reported that star-shaped GA (sGA) exhibi-
ted much better performance than linear GA in treatment of
experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE), a mouse
model of MS. Prolonged drug retention and faster uptake by
antigen-presenting cells (APCs) were observed with sGA, which
is attributed to its spherical structure and larger size. Even at a
lower dosage with a single injection, sGA suppressed motor
dysfunction and CNS demyelination in EAE mice. We believe
this work provides a new strategy to improve GA treatment
through structural modification of the polymeric drug, which
may inspire the development of new GA therapies with fewer
injections and better patient adherence.

2. Materials and methods
2.1 Materials, cells, and animals

All chemicals were purchased from MilliporeSigma (St Louis,
MO, USA) unless otherwise specified. Amino acids were pur-
chased from Chem-Impex International Inc. (Wood Dale, IL,
USA). Dialysis membrane with a molecular weight cut-off of
1 kDa was purchased from Repligen Corporation (Waltham,
MA, USA). Heat-killed Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb,
DF3114-33-8), RPMI 1640 (11-875-093), and penicillin–strepto-
mycin solution (SV30010) were purchased from Fisher
Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA, USA). Myelin oligodendrocyte glyco-
protein (35–55) peptide (MOG35–55) was purchased from
United Biosystems Inc. (Herndon, VA, USA). Pertussis toxin
was purchased from List Biological Laboratories, Inc.
(Campbell, CA, USA). Fetal bovine serum (FBS) was purchased
from Gemini Bio (West Sacramento, CA, USA). Recombinant
mouse GM-CSF (carrier-free) was purchased from Biolegend
(San Diego, CA, USA). Goat anti-rat IgG (H + L) secondary anti-
body (Alexa Fluor 555) and ProLong Gold antifade mountant
were purchased from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA, USA). CD4 rat

anti-mouse antibody (Clone: GK1.5) was purchased from R&D
Systems, Inc. (Minneapolis, MN, USA). FITC anti-mouse/
human CD11b antibody (Clone: M1/70) was purchased from
Biolegend (San Diego, CA).

Anhydrous tetrahydrofuran (THF) and hexane were dried by
a column packed with alumina. Anhydrous N,N-dimethyl-
formamide (DMF) were treated with polymer-bound isocya-
nates (MilliporeSigma, St Louis, MO, USA) to remove any
amine residues. Anhydrous dichloromethane (DCM) were
stored over 3 Å molecular sieves in a freezer. The
N-carboxyanhydride (NCA) monomers, including γ-benzyl-L-
glutamate NCA (BLG-NCA),28 Nε-benzyloxycarbonyl-L-lysine
NCA (ZLL-NCA),29 and L-alanine-NCA (Ala-NCA),30 were syn-
thesized according to previously reported procedures. RAW
264.7 cells were purchased from American Type Culture
Collection (Manassas, VA, USA). C57BL/6 mice were purchased
from The Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME, USA). Healthy
mice (6–8 weeks) were randomly selected and used in this
study. All mice were group-housed (3–5 mice per cage) in a
specific pathogen-free facility with a 12 h light–dark cycle and
were fed regular chow ad libitum. This study was approved by
the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee (protocol no. 19171).

2.2 Instrumentation

Proton nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra were
recorded on a Varian U500 or VXR500 spectrometer in the
NMR laboratory, University of Illinois. Chemical shifts were
reported in ppm and referenced to the residual protons in the
deuterated solvents. MestReNova software (version 12.0.3,
Mestrelab Research, Escondido, CA, USA) was used for all
NMR analysis. Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) experi-
ments were performed on a system equipped with an isocratic
pump (1260 Infinity II, Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA), a multi-
angle static light scattering (MALS) detector (DAWN
HELEOS-II, Wyatt Technology, Santa Barbara, CA, USA), and a
differential refractometer (dRI) detector (Optilab T-rEX, Wyatt
Technology, Santa Barbara, CA, USA). The detection wave-
length of HELEOS was set at 658 nm. Separations were per-
formed using serially connected size exclusion columns (three
PLgel MIXED-B columns, 10 µm, 7.5 × 300 mm, Agilent, Santa
Clara, CA, USA) at 40 °C using DMF containing 0.1 mol L−1

LiBr as the mobile phase. The MALS detector was calibrated
using pure toluene and can be used for the determination of
the absolute molecular weights (MWs). The MWs of polymers
were determined based on the dn/dc value of each polymer
sample calculated offline by using the internal calibration
system processed by the ASTRA 7 software (version 7.1.3.15,
Wyatt Technology, Santa Barbara, CA, USA). Fourier transform
infrared (FTIR) were recorded on a Perkin Elmer 100 serial
FTIR spectrophotometer (PerkinElmer, Santa Clara, CA, USA)
calibrated with polystyrene film. Fluorescent spectra were
recorded on a Perkin Elmer LS 55 fluorescence spectrometer
(PerkinElmer, Santa Clara, CA, USA). Circular dichroism (CD)
measurements were carried out on a JASCO J-815 CD spectro-
meter (JASCO, Easton, MD, USA). The mean residue molar
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ellipticity of each polypeptide was calculated on the basis of
the measured apparent ellipticity following the literature-
reported formulas: ellipticity ([θ] in deg cm2 dmol−1) = (milli-
degrees × mean residue weight)/(path length in millimetres ×
concentration of polypeptide in mg mL−1).31,32 Dynamic light
scattering (DLS) was performed on Zetasizer Nano (Malvern,
Westborough, MA, USA). Fluorescence readings of dye-labelled
polypeptides were obtained from a Synergy Neo2 microplate
reader (BioTek, Winooski, VT, USA). Confocal images were col-
lected from a Nikon A1R confocal laser microscope system
(Melville, NY, USA).

2.3 Synthesis of O-benzyloxycarbonyl-L-tyrosine NCA
(BLT-NCA)

In a flame-dried, 250 mL Schlenk flask charged with a stir bar,
O-benzyloxycarbonyl-L-tyrosine (300 mg, 0.95 mmol) was
added and dried under vacuum for 2 h. Anhydrous THF
(30 mL) was then added into the flask, which was then cooled
down to 0 °C in an ice bath. The toluene solution of phosgene
(15 wt%, 0.8 mL, 1.14 mmol, 1.2 equiv.) was added into the
mixture and stirred at 50 °C for 2 h. (Caution! Phosgene is
extremely toxic and should be handled with care. All glass-
wares, needles, and syringes with phosgene solution need to
be neutralized with saturated aqueous solution of sodium
bicarbonate.) After the removal of excessive phosgene and
solvent under vacuum, the product BLT-NCA was purified
through silica column chromatography (eluent: anhydrous
hexane to anhydrous ethyl acetate/hexane, 8 : 2, v/v). Pure
BLT-NCA was isolated as white viscous solid (yield: 53%). 1H
NMR (CDCl3, δ, 500 MHz): 7.40 (m, 5H), 7.11 (d, J = 8.50 Hz,
2H), 6.96 (d, J = 8.61 Hz, 2H), 5.43 (s, 1H), 5.06 (s, 2H), 4.48
(dd, J = 8.72 and 4.01 Hz, 1H), 3.28 (dd, J = 8.72 and 4.01 Hz,
1H), 2.92 (dd, J = 8.72 and 4.01 Hz, 1H). 13C NMR (CDCl3, δ,
125 MHz): 168.7, 153.7, 151.6, 150.9, 134.7, 132.1, 130.5, 129.0,
128.9, 128.7, 122.0, 70.7, 58.9, 37.4.

2.4 Synthesis of GA and sGA

In a glovebox, Ala-NCA (23.0 mg, 0.20 mmol), BLG-NCA
(17.5 mg, 0.066 mmol), ZLL-NCA (49.0 mg, 0.16 mmol), and
BLT-NCA (15.2 mg, 0.044 mmol) were dissolved in anhydrous
DMF and mixed, followed by addition of a DMF solution of
n-hexylamine (0.1 M, 226 μL). The resulting mixture was
stirred at room temperature for 24 h, and FTIR analysis indi-
cated >99% conversion of NCA monomers. The precursor of
GA with protected side chains was purified by precipitation in
hexane/ether (1 : 1, v/v) and isolated as a viscous solid (yield:
72–82%). The precursor of sGA bearing protected side chains
was synthesized in a similar manner but using DCM as the
solvent and poly(amidoamine) (PAMAM, generation 3.0) as the
macroinitiator.

The precursors of GA and sGA were deprotected with HBr to
obtain the final polypeptides. Typically, the protected polymer
(25 mg, 0.08 mmol of benzyl-protected side chains) was dis-
solved in trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) at 0 °C, into which an acetic
acid solution of HBr (33 wt%, 146 μL, 0.8 mmol, 10 equiv.) was
added. The resulting mixture was stirred at 0 °C for 1 h.

Yellowish precipitates were observed, indicating successful de-
protection. The deprotected polymer was isolated by precipi-
tation in hexane/ether (1 : 1, v/v), and further purified by dialy-
sis against an aqueous solution of sodium acetate (0.1 M) fol-
lowed by distilled water. The final polymer was obtained as a
white powder after lyophilisation (yield: 65–77%).

Cyanine5 (Cy5)-labelled GA and sGA were prepared by
mixing an aqueous solution of the corresponding polypeptides
(1 mg mL−1) with a DMSO solution of N-hydroxysuccinimide
(NHS) ester of Cy5 (1 mg mL−1, 0.45 or 1% of lysine residues).
The feeding ratio of dyes varied between GA and sGA to ensure
similar fluorescence intensity of the final polypeptides, since
GA and sGA have different labelling efficiencies. The reaction
mixture was left stirring at room temperature overnight and
then purified by dialysis against an aqueous solution of
sodium acetate (0.1 M) followed by distilled water.

2.5 EAE induction and pharmaceutical treatment

To induce EAE disease, C57BL/6 male mice (6–8 weeks)
received s.c. injections of complete Freund’s adjuvant (CFA)
containing Mtb (200 μg) and MOG35–55 (100 μg) at 0 days post
immunization (dpi). Pertussis toxin (200 ng per mouse) was
administered through intraperitoneal (i.p.) injection at 0 and 2
dpi. GA or sGA (1 mg kg−1, 10 mg kg−1, or 100 mg kg−1) were
administered through i.p. injection at 2 dpi (one-time-dosing)
or 2 and 5 dpi (two-time-dosing) (n = 4 to 8). Clinical signs of
EAE were scored daily for 27 days in a blinded fashion as
follows: 0.5, partial tail limpness; 1, tail limpness; 1.5, revers-
ible impaired righting reflex; 2, impaired righting reflex; 2.5,
paralysis of one hindlimb; 3, paralysis of both hindlimbs; 3.5,
paralysis of both hindlimbs and one forelimb; 4, hindlimb
and forelimb paralysis; and 5, death. Water gel and powdered
food were provided when the score reached 2 to avoid body
weight reduction due to the inability to reach food and water.
Disease scoring was performed at midday (during the light
cycle). The area under the curve (AUC) was calculated for each
animal with respect to behavioural scores from 0 to 27 dpi.

2.6 Pharmacokinetics

C57BL/6 mice (6–8 weeks) were i.p. injected with Cy5-labelled
GA or sGA (n = 5). At selected time points (0.5, 1, 2, 4, and 8 h),
blood (20 μL) was collected from the submandibular vein
(cheek punch), mixed with red blood cell (RBC) lysis buffer
(2×, 20 μL), and stored at 4 °C in the dark. The fluorescence
readings were collected from the microplate reader (λex =
646 nm, λem = 664 nm) and the concentration of polypeptides
was determined through comparison of a standard curve.

2.7 Preparation and treatment of mouse bone marrow-
derived dendritic cells (BMDCs)

The tibia, femur, radius, and ulna were removed from male
C57BL/6 mice, washed with 70% ethanol, and both ends were
cut. Marrow was flushed with PBS containing 2% FBS using a
needle (27G). Bone marrow cells were then pelleted by cen-
trifugation (1500 rpm for 5 min) and re-suspended in complete
RPMI media supplemented with 10% FBS, penicillin–strepto-
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mycin (1×) and glutamine (1×). On day 0, cells were seeded in
6-well plates with RPMI (5 mL, ∼2 × 106 cells per well) contain-
ing rGM-CSF (20 ng mL−1). On day 3, half of the culture super-
natant from each well was removed and fresh complete RPMI
media with rGM-CSF was added. On day 7, cells were collected,
pelleted by centrifugation, and re-suspended in fresh complete
RPMI media.

2.8 Confocal quantitation of sGA uptake by APCs in vitro

RAW 264.7 cells (5 × 104 cells per well) were cultured on cover
slips in 24-well plates in complete RPMI medium for 24 h.
Cy5-labelled GA or sGA was added (n = 3) to cultured cells and
incubated for 5, 30, and 60 min at 37 °C with carbon dioxide
circulation (5%) in a sterile incubator. Cells were washed and
fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde and cell membranes were
stained with FITC-CD11b antibody. Coverslips were mounted
on glass slides with Prolong Gold and stored at 4 °C until
image acquisition on a confocal scanning microscope (20×
magnification). The integrated fluorescence density of Cy5
channel was quantified using the ImageJ, which was normal-
ized through the cell numbers from the FITC channel.
Internalization into BMDCs was quantified in a similar way
after 30 min incubation.

2.9 CD4 immunohistochemistry

Spinal cords were harvested from PBS-perfused and 4% paraf-
ormaldehyde-fixed mice at EAE 28 dpi. Spinal cords were post-
fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde overnight and then cryopro-
tected by immersing in a sucrose solution (30%) for 24 h.
Samples were frozen in optimum cutting temperature com-
pound (OCT) and stored at −80 °C until cryostat sectioning.
Transverse sections (30 μm) of spinal cords were mounted on
poly(L-lysine) coated glass slides. Mounted samples were per-
meabilized with Triton-X (0.05%) for 15 min at room tempera-
ture, blocked with bovine serum albumin (2%) for 2 h at room
temperature, and incubated overnight at 4 °C with rat CD4
primary antibody followed by goat anti-rat Alexa Fluor 555 sec-
ondary antibody for 2 h at room temperature. Labelled
samples were dried, covered with Prolong Gold mount, and
sealed with a coverslip. Ventral median fissure of lumbar
spinal cord (3 images per mouse) were visualized using a con-
focal scanning microscope (20× magnification). The CD4+ T
cell count was normalized by spinal cord area (in pixels) using
the ImageJ trace and ROI manager function.

2.10 Luxol fast blue (LFB) staining

Transverse sections (30 μm) of OCT gel-embedded spinal cords
from mice at 28 dpi were used for LFB staining. Sections were
mounted on poly(L-lysine) coated glass slides and left to dry
overnight. Mounted samples were dehydrated with 95% ethyl
alcohol, incubated in 1 : 1 ethanol/chloroform for 5 minutes,
and washed with 95% ethyl alcohol. Mounted samples were
then incubated in LFB solution (0.1%) in a 60 °C water bath
for 4 h. Excess dye solution was washed away by 95% ethanol,
followed by an aqueous solution of Li2CO3 (0.05%), 70%
ethanol, and distilled water until a sharp contrast between

grey and white matter became apparent. After samples were
dried, a coverslip was applied using resinous medium. Ventral
mid-sections of halved spinal cords (6 images per mouse) were
visualized using a brightfield microscope (4× magnification).
The area of demyelination (%) was quantified through the
ratio of “area of demyelination” to “total area of white matter”.
Images were converted to 8-bit grey scale in the ImageJ, and
the white matter regions of spinal cord half slices were traced
to obtain the “total area of white matter”. A constant threshold
was applied to reveal demyelination lesions to quantitate the
“area of demyelination”.

2.11 Statistical analysis

All animal and cell studies were statistically analysed using
two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test. *p < 0.05 was considered
to be the significant cut-off p-value.

3. Results
3.1 Synthesis and characterization of sGA

Polymers with higher-ordered architectures, including brush-
like polymers, star-shaped polymers, and other branched poly-
mers, have received increasing attention in recent years due to
their unique physiochemical properties and great potential in
biomedical applications.33–35 Similar to the preparation of GA,
sGA was synthesized by ring-opening polymerization of four
different NCAs followed by side-chain deprotections, using a
multiamine PAMAM macroinitiator instead (Scheme 1A). Each
PAMAM macroinitiator contains 32 primary amine groups,
generating a three-dimensional, spherical, and star-shaped
polypeptide, which has a significantly different shape and size
from that of the one-dimensional and linear GA (Scheme 1B).
To test the preparation of the branched polymer, PAMAM-
initiated polymerization of a model monomer, BLG-NCA, was
first tested in DMF, the conventional solvent for polypeptide
synthesis. Polymerization took overnight to reach >95%
monomer conversion, where a significant amount of low-MW
species were observed on the GPC-dRI trace (Fig. S1†). We
reasoned that the formation of low-MW species originated
from side-reactions (i.e., chain-transfer reaction) that occurred
due to the slow polymerization of NCAs in DMF, generating
linear contaminates.

The recent advances in accelerated polymerization of NCAs
provided a powerful strategy to outpace various side reactions
during polypeptide synthesis, generating well-defined polypep-
tide materials.23,36,37 Therefore, we tested the polymerization
of BLG-NCA in DCM with PAMAM as a macroinitiator, which
resulted in a monomodal molecular-weight distribution
(MWD) with no obvious low-MW species (Fig. S1†), indicating
negligible side reactions, consistent with previous studies.38

Thus, sGA was synthesized by mixing four NCA monomers in
DCM, which was polymerized with the addition of a DCM solu-
tion of PAMAM. With the accelerated polymerization rate, all
NCA monomers were consumed within 2 h, as evidenced by
FTIR. As a control, GA was prepared similarly in DMF over-
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night using an n-hexylamine initiator (Scheme 1A). The result-
ing polypeptides were characterized by GPC, which revealed a
monomodal MWD and indicated well-controlled polymeriz-
ation (sGA precursor: Mn = 706 kDa, Đ = 1.31; GA precursor:
Mn = 15.1 kDa, Đ = 1.09) (Fig. 1A). The fractions of incorpor-
ated amino acid residues were determined from the NMR spec-
trum to be 43.9% Ala, 33.9% Lys, 12.8% Glu, and 9.4% Tyr for
sGA (Fig. S2A†), agreeing with the feeding NCA ratios (42.4%
Ala, 34.0% Lys, 14.2% Glu, and 9.4% Tyr). Similarly, the frac-
tions of amino acid residues were 41.9% Ala, 34.4% Lys, 15.0%
Glu, and 8.7% Tyr for GA (Fig. S2B†), suggesting a composition
similar to that of sGA. Finally, side-chain deprotection was
achieved by treating the polypeptides with HBr, which efficien-
tly removed >97% of the benzyloxycarbonyl protecting groups
on BLG, ZLL, and BLT residues (Fig. S3†).

The aqueous solutions of sGA and GA exhibited similar
traces and molecular ellipticity on CD spectra (Fig. 1B),
suggesting that the change in the architecture showed
minimal impact on the secondary structures of the polypep-
tides. The double-minimum curve at 205 and 222 nm was con-
sistent with the previously reported spectra,39 which was attrib-
uted to a mixture of α-helical and β-sheet conformations.
Additionally, DLS analysis revealed that sGA (98.4 nm) was

much larger in size than GA (10.7 nm) (Fig. 1C), in agreement
with our polymer design and indicating the branched, star-
shaped architecture of sGA (Scheme 1B).

3.2 Prolonged circulation of sGA compared to GA

To test our hypothesis that the change in polymer architecture
alters its properties and function, we first compared the reten-
tion of branched sGA and linear GA in the body. We chose the
i.p. route of administration, because i.p. injection of GA has
shown similar or even better efficacy in ameliorating auto-
immune diseases than s.c. injection,40,41 and is equivalent to
intravenous administration. Cy5-labelled GA and sGA were i.p.
injected into adult mice, and systemic circulation of the poly-
mers was evaluated by quantifying the fluorescence intensity
in the blood. The fluorescently labelled polymers were pre-
pared by reacting the lysine residues with the Cy5 NHS ester
(Fig. S4A†). Due to the different labelling efficiencies of GA
and sGA, different amounts of Cy5 NHS ester were added
during the labelling reaction to ensure similar fluorescence
intensities of GA and sGA at the same concentration
(Fig. S4B†). At 0.5 h, sGA and GA showed similar concen-
trations in the blood. However, the plasma concentration of
GA decreased rapidly, as the fluorescence signals became no

Scheme 1 Synthesis of sGA and GA. (A) Synthetic routes to sGA and GA. a DCM or DMF, room temperature, 2 h or overnight. b HBr, TFA, 0 °C, 1 h.
(B) Schematic illustration of spherical, star-shaped sGA and linear GA.

Fig. 1 Characterization of sGA and GA. (A) Normalized GPC-light scattering trace of polypeptide precursors of sGA and GA. (B) CD spectra of sGA
and GA in an aqueous solution at pH = 7.0. (C) Number distribution of sGA and GA in an aqueous solution at pH = 7.0.
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longer detectable at 2 h (Fig. 2). In sharp contrast, the plasma
concentration of sGA first increased 1 h after injection, and
persisted at a concentration of around 25 μg mL−1 4 h after
injection (Fig. 2). Cy5-labelled sGA remained detectable in the
blood 8 h post-injection (Fig. 2). These results indicate better
hydrolytic stability of sGA compared with GA.

3.3 Rapid cell uptake of sGA by APCs in vitro

Recognition by immune cells is key in GA efficiency.42 Cy5-
labelled sGA or GA was used to visualize internalization of the
polymeric drugs by APCs. Internalization of sGA into RAW
264.7 macrophages was visualized after a 60 min incubation,
and exhibited higher fluorescence intensity than Cy5-labelled
GA (Fig. 3A). Quantitative analysis of more than 100 cells per
group revealed a significantly higher integrated density per cell
of sGA than GA, with a clear time-dependent manner of
polymer uptake (Fig. 3B). A similar experiment was conducted
using BMDCs after 30 min incubation (Fig. 3C), which also
revealed that APC internalization of sGA was superior to that
of GA.

3.4 Enhanced therapeutic efficacy of sGA with a single
low-dose treatment

The enhanced hydrolytic stability, prolonged tissue retention,
and improved APC internalization of sGA provided us an
impetus to further investigate its ability to reduce clinical
scores during EAE disease in C57BL/6 mice. Surprisingly, one
injection of sGA at 2 dpi at 10 mg kg−1 almost completely sup-
pressed EAE symptoms (Fig. 4A). The average disease score of
sGA-treated mice was below 0.5 (indicated by partial tail limp-
ness) over the course of 27 dpi (Fig. 4A). On the other hand,
two injections of GA (10 mg kg−1) at 2 and 5 dpi did not show
significant suppression of EAE symptoms (Fig. 4A). The AUC
values, which are useful for quantifying EAE disease severity,
were 27.4 ± 2.2, 0.75 ± 0.24, and 19.4 ± 2.5 for non-treated,
sGA-treated, and GA-treated mice, respectively. While GA-treat-
ment partially suppressed peak severity at around 18 to 21 dpi,
disease severity between GA-treated and non-treated mice was
not significantly different from 22 dpi onwards until mice were
euthanized at 28 dpi. This result validates the frequent injec-

tion of GA (i.e., daily or three-times-weekly) in previous
studies, as double-dosing of GA is not able to suppress EAE
symptoms.

We further studied the dose-dependent efficacy of sGA in
treating EAE. Decreasing the dosage of sGA by 10 fold (1 mg
kg−1) resulted in satisfactory suppression of EAE severity, as
evidenced by the low AUC values observed until 27 dpi
(Fig. 4B). Meanwhile, increasing the dosage of GA to 100 mg
kg−1 improved the EAE scores, but still showed much higher
AUC values than sGA treatment (Fig. 4B), further demonstrat-
ing the poor performance of GA at a significantly decreased
injection frequency.

3.5 Reduced demyelination and T cell infiltration into the
CNS after sGA treatment

MS and EAE are characterized by demyelination of neurons in
the CNS. To verify whether sGA protected the myelin sheath
from damage, spinal cord tissue sections at 28 dpi were
stained with LFB. Consistent with their lack of EAE symptoms,
sGA-treated mice had no reduction of LFB staining in the
white matter of lumbar spinal cord when compared to non-
treated EAE mice (Fig. 5A). On the other hand, GA-treated
mice demonstrated reduction in LFB staining in spinal cord

Fig. 2 In vivo pharmacokinetics (i.p. injection) of Cy5-labelled sGA and
GA (n = 5).

Fig. 3 In vitro cell uptake of sGA and GA by APCs. (A) Representative
confocal images showing colocalization of Cy5-labelled sGA and GA
(purple) with the cytoplasms of RAW 264.7 macrophages after 60 min
treatment. The cells were stained with FITC-CD11b antibody (green).
Scale bar = 10 μm. (B) Quantification of integrated density per RAW
264.7 cell after 5, 30, and 60 min treatment with Cy5-labelled sGA and
GA. (C) Quantification of integrated density per BMDC after 30 min
treatment with Cy5-labelled sGA and GA. *p < 0.05, two-tailed unpaired
Student’s t-test.
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white matter, similar to control EAE condition (Fig. 5B).
Demyelination in the CNS of EAE-induced mice is attributed
to infiltration of peripheral CD4+ T cells.43 To examine if sGA
influences immune cell infiltration into the CNS, tissue sec-
tions of spinal cord from GA- or sGA-treated EAE mice at 28
dpi were histologically processed and stained for CD4, which
is expressed by and a marker of T helper cells. A total of 1615
cells (control: 742 cells; GA: 796 cells; and sGA: 72 cells) were
included in our analyses by manual counting from a single
blinded experimenter (Fig. 5C). CD4+ T cell infiltration in the
spinal cord was significantly reduced in the sGA condition

compared with the GA condition (Fig. 5D). No difference in
infiltrated CD4+ T cell number was found between non-treated
and GA-treated conditions. Together, these results indicate
that sGA reduced infiltration of CD4+ T cells to the spinal cord
and prevented white matter demyelination.

4. Discussion

GA is one of the few synthetic polymeric therapeutics approved
by US Food and Drug Administration and European Medicines

Fig. 4 In vivo therapeutic efficacy of sGA and GA treatment in EAE mice. (A) 6–8-week-old C57BL/6 mice were induced with EAE and treated with
either sGA at 2 dpi (single injection, n = 4) or GA at 2 and 5 dpi (two injections, n = 5) at 10 mg kg−1. The EAE behavioural score was monitored daily
from 0 to 27 dpi for neurologic signs. *p < 0.05, two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test from 13 to 27 dpi. (B) AUC of clinical scores from 0 to 27 dpi for
treatment conditions (single sGA injection at 1 mg kg−1, single sGA injection at 10 mg kg−1, two GA injections at 10 mg kg−1 each, and single GA
injection at 100 mg kg−1) was calculated. Statistical differences were calculated using Student’s t-test (n = 4 to 8 per treatment group). Non-treated
mice were used as negative controls. *p < 0.05, two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test.

Fig. 5 Analysis of demyelination and CD4+ T cell infiltration in spinal cord slices from mice euthanized at 28 dpi. (A) Representative brightfield
images of LFB-stained lumbar spinal cord, with no treatment, sGA treatment, and GA treatment groups at 28 dpi. Scale bar = 500 μm. Red arrows
indicate the demyelination area. (B) Quantification of spinal cord demyelination based on whole spinal cord slices. (C) Representative confocal
images of ventral median fissure of OCT-embedded lumbar spinal cord with fluorescent CD4 staining from no treatment, sGA treatment, and GA
treatment groups at 28 dpi. Scale bar = 20 μm. (D) Quantification of CD4+ T cells from spinal cord sections as shown in (C). For (B) and (D), statistical
differences were calculated using Student’s t-test (n = 4 per treatment group). Non-treated mice were used as negative controls. *p < 0.05, two-
tailed unpaired Student’s t-test.
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Agency. The intrinsic heterogeneity of random copolymers
may cause some concerns in terms of therapeutic applications.
However, recent developments in polymer chemistry, including
the controlled polymerization technique, versatile side-chain
design, and complex polymer architecture, offer a rich toolbox
for researchers to further improve the performance of the
macromolecular therapeutics. In this work, we present a
unique way to enhance the therapeutic efficacy of synthetic
polymers by altering their architecture. Specifically, advances
in accelerated polymerization of NCA outpaces various side
reactions that occur during the preparation of polypeptide
materials, resulting in well-defined star-shaped GA with no
obvious low-MW contaminates.

GA quickly hydrolyses into lower-MW fragments at the
injection site within 1 h,18,19 and is also rapidly degraded in
the plasma after i.p. injection. In contrast, sGA showed sig-
nificantly enhanced retention and slower degradation than
linear GA. This result is in agreement with previous studies
on star-shaped polypeptides.27 The enhanced stability of sGA
is presumably attributed to its branched structure with
densely packed arms, which blocks enzyme access and slows
down the degradation of the polypeptide backbones. Because
of the slower degradation and longer retention of sGA, we
speculated that less frequent injections or low doses of sGA
would achieve similar efficacy as frequent injection and
high dose of GA. In fact, while two injections of high-dose
(10 mg kg−1) GA cannot suppress EAE disease significantly, a
single injection of a low dose (1 mg kg−1) of sGA is sufficient
to strongly suppress EAE symptoms. Interestingly, although
sGA was administered to animals at EAE 2 dpi, its effect on
disease suppression was apparent through around 30 dpi.
This efficacy resembles that of a recently reported GA deport
requiring fewer injections, which showed sustained, 30-day
release of GA from microspheres.44 It is tempting to speculate
that therapeutic efficacy of low dose sGA can be further
improved if delivered via highly efficient and controllable
drug-carrying vehicles.45–47 In addition to improvements in
hydrolytic stability and prolonged tissue retention of sGA, its
enhanced performance in suppressing EAE symptoms may be
directly attributed to its interaction with immune cells such
as APCs, which are crucial players in autoimmunity. In fact, it
has been reported before that nanoparticles with a high
surface density of ligands produce more profound changes in
APC effector function.48

GA has been shown to modulate APC effector function by
competing against pathogenic myelin-specific peptides in the
process of antigen presentation. GA can bind directly to class
II major histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecules on cell
surface of APC thus limiting the presentation of other antigen
peptides;49 alternatively, GA has also been shown to penetrate
into intracellular spaces to be further processed for antigen
presentation or even influence intracellular signalling path-
ways.50 This outcome may be explained by the multivalent
effect.24,51,52 Notably, in vitro RAW264.7 macrophage and
BMDC cell uptake of sGA is rapid, highlighting the their
affinity for cell attachment and uptake. sGA internalization by

APCs may be facilitated by active cellular endocytosis53 or an
energy-independent process of cell entry by polypeptide-
mediated pore formation.24

Upon cellular entry, sGA is expected to be cleaved from its
core, resulting in the release of functional peptides within the
cell. Once inside a cell, antigenic peptides can undergo endo-
somal processing for antigen presentation to be presented by
class II MHC molecules on membrane surface.54,55 In fact, GA
was previously shown to be rapidly internalized by B cells,
another group of APCs, then presented on cell surface by MHC
II molecule.50 Therefore, in addition to longer bodily retention,
we speculate that the improvement in surface-binding
and polymer internalization kinetics seen in sGA at cellular
level allows it to more strongly compete against MOG
peptide presentation and suppress EAE severity, thereby
resulting in significant disease amelioration as evidenced by
reduced motor dysfunction, demyelination, and CD4+ T infil-
tration into spinal cord. In addition to regulating APC antigen
presentation behaviour, sGA may enhance anti-inflammatory
cytokine production, decrease pro-inflammatory cytokine
production,56,57 and exert its effects directly on T cells,58 which
are reported as GA function.

Overall, the work described here demonstrates that the
power of advances in polymer design in improving the
efficacy of an established, widely used polymeric therapeutic.
In order to further evaluate the potentials of sGA as an
effective treatment for MS, the therapeutic efficacy of sGA will
be compared with commercially available GA in our future
studies. Additionally, the safety profile and the performance
of sGA through s.c. injection will be conducted, which
provide essential information for the future applications
of sGA.

5. Conclusion

In summary, we report the development of a branched, star-
shaped polypeptide, sGA, which exhibits therapeutic efficacy
in treating EAE disease that is superior to that of regular,
linear GA. Due to its improved degradation/retention profile as
well as its enhanced APC interactions, sGA shows a satisfactory
effect on suppressing EAE symptoms even with one injection
at a low dose. In addition, significantly less demyelination and
T cell infiltration of the spinal cord were observed in sGA-
treated mice. The use of a lower dosage of sGA, together with
less-frequent injections, greatly decreases preparation costs,
providing a promising and economic candidate to treat MS.
This work also presents an interesting way to improve efficacy
through the structural control of polymers, which may shed
light on the future development of synthetic polymeric
therapeutics.
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